Still Reflections: Stories of the Heart
Here is what educators, doctors, lawyers,
librarians, counselors, and people like
you and I, are saying about the stories in:
Still Reflections: Stories of the Heart:
Miriam Gottschalk, Los Angeles Public Library, member of the Community
Storytellers in Los Angeles
“Mr. Fletcher weaves stories that warm
the heart and uplift the soul. Using
threads of diverse origins and cultures,
he has produced a rich tapestry of universal appeal, subtly revealing life's
truths. Some of the stories are magical,
some mysterious, some miraculous; all
demonstrate the interrelatedness and the
essential unity of the human condition.
Most importantly, these fresh tales offer
hope and a renewed faith in the nobility
of man.”

Dr. William Maxwell, University of Advancing Technology in Tempe, Arizona
“Mr. Fletcher's collection of stories parallels Aesops, that is, they hold the attention
of children (and adults) and have embedded in them powerful moral messages,
something our immoral world desperately needs. Mr. Fletcher's stories are also like
polished gems, where every word is correctly chosen for the right intellectual and
emotional effect. His is a literary work of love.”
Janey Frazier, Author, Walnut Creek, California
“Reading your stories is like visiting a gentler place. It was especially interesting to
read them at work on my lunch hour. I didn't realize how high the tension level was
(like a hum in the air) until I focused on your stories and felt the volume "turn down"
around me...
None of the stories have anything jarring in them (like just about everything else today does: video games--TV shows--magazines). The stories are active, but the activity takes place largely in the mind and hearts of the players--other physical happenings are placed to provide the context and it seems that you have gone out of
your way to make sure the stories flow gently upon the reader.”
More Information: http://www.gentleplace.com

